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Media for Promotion of Peace and Truth

The SIGNIS India National Assembly on the theme 'Media for
Promotion of Peace and Truth' was held at Prerana Sadan, Indore,
Madhya Pradesh from 19-22, February, 2019 in which 110 delegates
from different regions of India participated. It was hosted by the
Madhya Pradesh and Chhattishgarh region of SIGNIS India.

Santhosh Joshi and team.
Fr. John Paul SVD, Fr. Joby Anand, Fr. Sumit Tahir, Sr. Nisha SSps,
Fr. Rocky Shah and Mr. Sumit Dhanraj welcomed the Bishops,
Provincials, SIGNIS Board members and delegates to SINA 2019.

Indore is known as 'Ahilya Nagari' because, Devi Ahilya Bai was
crowned as the queen of the Malwa Kingdom and she had
developed Indore into a prosperous and beautiful city. Today, Indore
is known for industry, education, business, ethnicity and culture.
People call it as 'Mini-Mumbai' and it is called the cleanest city of
India.

'Jesus said I am the truth, the way and the life. We are all at the
service of the truth making use of media. Jesus said I bring you
peace and peace be with you. Truth and Peace are integrally related
to the life of Jesus and therefore our life as well. If we are disciples of
Jesus, we are committed to truth and the promotion of peace' said
Bishop Chacko Thottumarickal during his keynote address.

The National assembly began with a traditional welcome dance
called 'Bhilli dance' performed by the youth of Sadbhawana
Communication, Jhabua wearing Safa. The inaugural mass was
celebrated by Bishop Chacko Thottumarickal SVD of Indore, Bishop
Durai Raj SVD of Khandwa and Bishop Sebastian Vadakel of Ujjain.
Fr. Thiyadatious D'Cruz of Trivandrum Archdiocese was felicitated
for his selfless service rendered to the people who were affected
during the 'Okhi cyclone' in Kerala.

'If you and I want to be the agents of promoting peace and truth, we
need to be vigilant about our social media habits. One of the major
mistakes we commit in our social media activity is, we forward
messages without even verifying its veracity' said Fr. Stanley
Kozhichira, the President of SIGNIS India during his address. 'We
are facing challenges in our times, against the truth and against
peace. Are we to submit ourselves to be lost in this rat race of
'breaking news' or to wait for the truth to set us free?' asked Fr.
Stanely, leading the assembly into a reflection. 'As SIGNIS
members and Christians we proclaim Jesus by promoting peace
and truth through various forms of media, networks and
communications. We need to build human communities of peace

During the inaugural function, dignitaries paid respect to the father
of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi by garlanding his portrait, followed
by the cultural presentation of Malwa by Indore Akashvani artist
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SIGNIS National Assembly

and truth' he added.

Media Awards for the service rendered in the field of Media and
Communications' were presented to Mr. Bapu Parmar, Sr.
Pushpanjali SSpS, Fr. Clarence Srambical SVD, Mr. Dilip Bose, Fr.
James M L CMI and Mr. Amit Mandloi amidst the cheer of the
members.

Ms. Yogita Yash Rawat from Bhopal shared views on the topic
'Networking community to Human Community'. She highlighted
the importance of building networks among families, people,
community and society and emphasised more on human
relationship and the networking of communities. She said that
social media should network us and build us as a society rather than
damaging and converting our human community into isolated
individuals.

During the third session, Dr. Shaison P. Ouseph of Mumbai shared
his ideas on the purpose of networking. Focussing on the
collaboration and sharing in the Church by communicators, writers,
journalists, media persons, trainers and film makers he asked the
SIGNIS fraternity to reflect on the support and help we offer to one
another.

Cultural night began with the welcome dance by Prerana
Communication dance team followed by Nimadi melody songs by
Fr. Norbert Herman SVD of Satprakashan team, Indore and Dancedrama on the 'History of Christianity in Madhya Pradesh' by
Navchetna team, Bhopal. Musical performance by Sr. Pushpanjali of
Sadhana Sanchar, Bhopal and Bhilali cultural dance by Red Church
Indore enthralled the audience during the cultural night.

During the group discussion, the members offered various
suggestions on effective networking among us and with others
which were later, presented to the participants.
A half-a-day pilgrimage was arranged to Udainagar on the second
day via Red Church to pay homage to Blessed Sr. Rani Maria who
was brutally killed by Samunder Singh, who was hired by the local
landlords. Blessed Rani Maria was working among the poor fighting
against various forms of injustice done to the them in her area. She
was stabbed 54 times at Nachanbore Hill near Indore inside a bus 24
years ago on 25 February, 1995. Filled with the divine grace and love

The Chief Guest of the Cultural night was Dr. John M. Chacko,
Chairman and Managing Director, Laurels School & Management
Institutions (P) Ltd. Indore. He stressed the need of using media for
the 'promotion of truth and peace' during his address.
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SA Commlab Documentary Production
Coordinator undertook a preliminary study on the issue of migrants
in Kathmandu from 14-20 February 2019. They interviewed experts
and discussed with NGOs who are working on this issue and
prepared a document that could help the team in preparing the
script for the video.

of Jesus, Sr. Selmy, her sister, forgave the sinner and the murderer
Samunder Singh by a gesture of tying a Rakhi on his wrist. This
changed the sinner's heart and mind. Fr. Stanely presided over the
Holy Eucharist at Udainagar. On the third day, the members
enjoyed visiting the ancient architecture of Afghan heritage in
Mandavgarh and the Rajwada Palace.
The business day was filled with the presentations of regional
reports, screening committee report, SAA in Delhi and discussions
on other organisational matters. The members were heard saying,
'we came with a purpose, we shared, we enjoyed and got enriched
at the end of the assembly'.
- Sumit Dhanraj, Freelance Journalist and Media Trainer,
SIGNIS MP and CG Region, SIGNIS India.

SIGNIS Asia Commlab Participants Produce

Fr. Jomon Jose SJ, the Vice-Principal of St. Xavier's College,
Kathmandu extended all his support towards this initiative. He also
assured his cooperation towards conducting an intensive commlab
programme in Nepal for the college youth and the youth of the
Diocese.
The team also had an extensive discussion with Fr. Roy SJ, the
Director of Nepal Jesuits Social Institute on the issue. The team
also met Mr. Binod Shrestha, Mr. Bipin Acharya and Mr. Bakta
Bahadur who are specialised in Community Driven Development
in Asia.
Mr. Hector Stanely had a detailed conversation with Mr. Arjun
Thapa of FAO (Food and Agricultural Organisation) and Mr. Navin
Karna of ILO (International Labour Organisation). Mr. Yaman Rai,
one of the Commlab participant from Kathmandu had organised a
session with around 30 Catholic youth among whom we can choose
the participants for our commlab programme in Nepal later this
year.

Documentary
on the Issues of Immigrants in Nepal
A video documentary on the issues of migrants of Nepal is being
planned by the SIGNIS Asia Commlab participants. The issue of
immigrants has been affecting thousands of people in Nepal.
This idea came up during the SIGNIS Asia Commlab programme
held in Chennai in September 2018. The objective of this
documentary is to create awareness among people of Nepal and the
rest of the world and to influence the policy makers to make propoor policies.

Mr. Hector along with Mr. Amal have produced a short teaser on the
subject which will be released shortly. Mr. Eljay, the Global
Coordinator of SIGNIS Commlab programme has been instrumental
in encouraging commlab participants towards this production. He
also held a sharing session of commlab participants in Bandung,
Indonesia during the SIGNIS Asia TV conference held from 20-24
May, 2019 on the topic ' TV Programme in the Digital Era’.

Mr. Stanely Hector, one of the participants of Commlab programme
along with Dr. Magimai Pragasam, the SIGNIS Asia Commlab
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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Easter Message from the
SIGNIS World President

Brussels, April 18th, 2019

Oscar Romero, and so many others offer us a simple, yet profound
example. They are able to discern in the deepest sense the light of
divine hope and the strength of the human, and turn them into
simple stories that transform lives and communities.

Dear brothers and sisters of
SIGNIS,
Dear friends of SIGNIS,
The Disciples Peter and John
Running to the Sepulchre on
the Morning of the
Resurrection, by The French
painter Eugène Burnand,
illustrates the intense
emotions these two men must
have felt on the morning of that
first Easter. I marvel at how
Burnand was able to use his
talents and gifts as an artist to
communicate the urgency,
fear, hope and passionate love the disciples experienced as they
raced toward Jesus' tomb.
I also ask myself how can I, as a Catholic communicator,
communicate the mystery of the Resurrection without sounding
trite, without reducing it to the commonplace? Our patron, St.
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019

May all of us, as SIGNIS members, find a renewed commitment to
telling that story of Resurrection. During these sacred days of the
Triduum, and in the holy Easter season, as we once again look upon
the face of Christ, may we meditate upon and feel the urgency of the
call we hear from migrants and refugees, indigenous peoples, the
poor and marginalized, young people, journalists and
communicators who suffer threats, victims of any type of violence,
indeed anyone whose heart is burning with love for God's people
and creation.
Let us communicate to them, together with them, the joy of a
Resurrection that can be their very own resurrection

Helen Osman
President of SIGNIS
.
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SA Television Desk Conference

SIGNIS ASIA TV DESK CONFERENCE 2019

Crossing borders, building connections

A group of over 35 media practitioners from 15 countries, came
together for the first SIGNIS Asia TV Conference held at the
Gedung Pastoral Keuskupan in Bandung, Indonesia.

method of praying to God' in answering the call to spread the
good news digitally.
The first day of conference also featured a young Indonesian
YouTuber, Laurent Rando, who shared the background to his
uprising success and downfalls as a millennial influencer in his
lecture on 'Format and Content of YouTube Production.

The conference which opened with a spectacular cultural
performance assisted by the team from SIGNIS Indonesia led by
Fr. Antonius Lalu, was jointly organised by SIGNIS Asia TV Desk
from May 20 to 24, spearheaded by Francis Kim of Korea, the
Head of SIGNIS Asia TV Desk and the Treasurer of SIGNIS Asia,
aimed to build a referral of network whilst expanding resources
via the sharing of skills and know-hows in conjunction with the
theme 'TV Program in the Digital Era'.

The bubbly personality of the talented facilitator, Bernard Factor
Canaberal from the Philippines further hyped up the event days
in high spirits, drawing the diverse group of delegates into
participative and interactive mode.
Kisang Lee, a well-known TV personality from South Korea found
the conference and workshops significant and engaging, as this is
his first time being involved in a SIGNIS event. He looks forward to
establishing a continuous effort to bring forth more media
professionals from his country to join the pool of resources.

The Founder and President of Loyola Productions, Fr. Edward
Siebert from the US, in his keynote, ' A Jesuit's Journey in
Hollywood', addressed, that personal transformation is not a
passive process.
His enlightening lecture on Digital Media Production in the
Catholic Space, reminded the delegates, that 'God speaks to us
through our imagination' and we are to seek a 'cinematic

Signis Asia Focus - June 2019

In line with the theme, Augustine Anthuan, former Executive
Producer from Mediacorp, Singapore, played a vital role in weaving
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SA Television Desk Conference

My Reflections on the
First SIGNIS ASIA TV
Conference
'The first experience of TV conference, for me, is as attractive as the
first meeting and the first love' was what I shared in front of 35 TV
experts and content creators from 14 countries gathered in
Bandung, Indonesia to discuss on the topic' TV Programme Format
in the Digital Era.
During the last three years, I discussed with several members about
the possibility of holding such a conference. They agreed with my
proposal but could not come forward to host it in their countries.
Fortunately, during the last November, I met Fr. Antonius Lalu, the
President of SINGIS Indonesia who responded to my proposal
saying, 'we will hold it'. History cannot be created without sacrifice.
He brought us to a fantastic venue, the Gedung Pastoral
Keuskupan in Bandung, Indonesia and made us feel at home from
20-24, May 2019.

his years of experience into his lecture themed,
#MediaforSocialGood. Anthuan encouraged the delegates on
'creating an entire story based on quotable quotes' aiming to push
boundaries by 'going when you must, going where you can'.
The TV professionals and video producers from 15 countries of Asia,
presented their TV programs and shared the format of their video
contents, after which, they were also grouped for discussions on
proposing a project that entails cross border production, hence
encouraging co-production.

The Right Attitude

A challenge to derive at a plausible idea within the short frame of
time, but pushing thru a bottleneck situation, with a worthy end
result geared each one to make it happen, though, a slight setback
in penning down the commitment of working towards actually
producing the idea was not well defined.
Pakawat Kraisomsuk, a producer and editor from the Catholic Social
Communications of Thailand, wished there was more sharing on
methods and know-hows, to develop each one's skill to be on par
with the current challenges strewn by the digital technology.

SIGNIS World TV Desk supported us positively. Frank Frost, the
Chief of SWTV Desk, advised the participants during a Skype
meeting to focus on establishing the network before the conference
itself. He also sent Fr. Edward Siebert, founder and president of
Loyola Productions, USA who spoke about the right attitude in
making programmes. Bernard Canaberal of SIGNIS Philippines
facilitated the sessions wisely, alleviating boredom and boosting
our vitality. Augustine Anthuan of SIGNIS Singapore inspired all of
us with his professional experience.

Echoing to the quote of St. Oscar Romero, the patron saint of
SIGNIS, CommLab's young journalists presented on their upcoming
project about the migrants from Nepal. The team is dedicated to
produce a documentary determined to be the voice of the voiceless.

Participants presented their programs and had an interesting
question and answer session. High-quality programs from
broadcasting companies were introduced to the participants. But

In his acknowledgement speech, Lawrence John, the Vice
President of SIGNIS World encouraged the delegates to be fully
engaged and interactive, making full use of the opportunity for
networking and co-producing via the SIGNIS TV Desk platform.
The closing of the conference was graced by Mgr. Antonius
Subianto Bunjamin, OSC, the Bishop from the Diocese of Bandung,
who continuously stressed on the message of producing a
globalisation of indifference by building bridges beyond the
Catholic Church on SIGNIS platform.
- Melissa Fernando
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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SA Television Desk Conference

Voice for the voiceless
Seniors mingled with the young
bloods in this conference. Eljay,
the Vice- President of SIGNIS
World brought four young
journalists from Commlab to this
programme. They follow the
teachings of Oscar Romero, the
patron saint of SIGNIS, who said,
'the ones who have voice must
speak for those who are voiceless'.
Now they are producing a
documentary on issue of
immigrants in Nepal. This will
voice out the hardships the
migrants undergo in Nepal and
what the government should do about it.

most of them were related to Catholic Church. Asian members don't
have many specialised channels such as cable or satellite TV. Most
of them use the internet, particularly YouTube.
Creative Production Methods

The Bridge
During the closing ceremony, Bishop Antonius Subianto Bunjamin
asked SIGNIS to establish a bridge that can connect the Catholic
Church to the World.

There was an interesting production method introduced by Hong
Kong participants Zita and Ting Ting which promotes co-producing
TV programs by giving young people the 'Live Pack' which
contains both TV production and transmission equipment in one
pack. Francisco of SIGNIS Macau, introduced 360-degree cameras
and other low-cost, high-performance digital equipment and
explained about production methods with fewer people.

'A network of Asian Catholic TV and video producers' has been
formed through this conference. We searched for a working plan to
produce a programme together. Someone asked about the budget
for that. It is not the only 'river' to cross, but we must cross a
number of 'rivers' such as 'the channel, production skills, and
suitable equipment'. But as we have already taken the first step, I
think it won't take long for us to build the bridge between the
Church and the World.

YouTube and You
But I felt sorry for the attitude of some participants towards
YouTube. YouTube is often viewed as a TV. In fact, even YouTube
creators follow the TV format. I believe that it is not desirable to be
obsessed with major TV programs methods. YouTube should be
treated differently from TV.

- Seung-wal Francis Kim, Chair, SIGNIS Asia TV Desk

We need to consider the
characteristics of YouTube
viewers. YouTube viewers have
high loyalty to certain programs.
What matters to them is 'content
or message' rather than program
production methods and skills. In
Korea, simple YouTube
programmes like 'talk alone' are
often popular. Programme of a
talk by one person can be a
powerful 'programme format' on
YouTube.
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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SIGNIS National Assembly
th

SIGNIS Indonesia's 45 Annual Assembly

The 45th Signis Indonesia Annual Assembly was held in Weetebula
Diocese, Sumba-East Nusa Tenggara from 23-27 February 2019.
Thirty seven Catholic professional communicators from various
dioceses participated in the assembly. They were welcomed by
'Oka', the traditional ceremony along with Woleka, Sumba
indigenous dances, which symbolizes joy and respect to the
guests. The assembly was hosted by Father Yustinus Guru Kedi,
the Head of Commission for Social Communications of Weetebula
Diocese.

example small-scale business groups working with minimum
capital, but growing well with prayers and struggle', said Father
Mateus.
Fr. Lalu, the President of Signis Indonesia assured Weetebula
Diocese the full support of Signis Indonesia in realising its pastoral
focus.
‘Signis Indonesia must be consistent in reporting and spreading the
truth. 'NETWORKING must be the first aspect to learn.
Evangelization is a great work and it is God's work. Spirituality is
present in intellectual capacities, skills and supporting facilities.
God's work lies behind them', said Mgr. Datus, during the seminar
on 'Spirituality of Communications' held on Sunday, February 24,
2019 at Unio Weetebula house.

The dignitaries who were present for the inauguration include Mgr.
Datus Hilarion Lega, the Bishop of Manokwari-Sorong Diocese in
West Papua who also serves as the Bishop Chairman, Episcopal
Commission for Social Communications of Indonesia, Ms.
Bernadetta Widiandajani, the Secretary of Signis Asia, Father
Antonius Lalu, the President of Signis Indonesia and Father Mateus
Selan CSsR, the Vicar General of Weetebula Diocese.

Speaking to around 200 participants, consisting of Indonesian
participants of SIGNIS, teachers, seminarians, students and the
Catholic Basic communities, the Bishop, Mgr Datus Hilarion Lega
said that evangelization is not only in the hand of priests, nuns and
catechists but also in the hands of all Catholic people.

The theme of the assembly was 'The Role of Media in
Strengthening Faith and Economy of the Catholic Basic
Community'. The theme corresponds with the pastoral focus of
Weetebula diocese which aims at enhancing the Catholic faith and
economic empowerment of the community.

During the concelebrated mass, Mgr. Datus conveyed to all
participants that the role of an evangelist is to spread a positive
aura, to disclose the truth, to make changes and materialize
salvation for all people. He said he extends all his support to Signis
Indonesia to realize its mission to improve skills of Catholic media

'We expect Signis Indonesia to help us in realising our focus on
pastoral care by providing short films with teachings of faith, liturgy
of the Church, also on the economic empowerment of the people, for
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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SIGNIS National Assembly,
Asian Assembly and Award Ceremony

A WARM WELCOME TO INDIA !

professionals who serve the Church, to spread the joy of the Gospel
through media.
Fr. Lalu said that the role of communicators is to pack the messages
of the Church and Christian values with the languages of radio,
short films, theater, social media, television and print media, so that
the Gospel messages and values inspire people more and more and
enable them to understand those messages, get transformed and
saved.

SIGNIS ASIA Study Days & ASSEMBLY 2019
August 4-8, 2019 (arrival: August 3 and departure August 9)
New Delhi, INDIA
Theme: 'The Role of Media in Building Communities'
(Deadline for Registration: July 20, 2019)
For Registration: Fr. Stanely Kozhichira
President, SIGNIS India and Local Host +91 9910504011
frstanley@gmail.com
Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani, Secretary, SIGNIS Asia,
Tel./Fax: 62-274 641 5085, HP: +6281 5686 5964,
Email: widiandayani@yahoo.com

SIGNIS members meet annually to share their experiences with
each other, get enriched and support each other in realising the
mission of evangelisation to bring about salvation to people.
Bishop Datus emphasised that, 'We all stand together under the
umbrella of social communications of the church, because we have
things in common - the same God, faith, mission and spirit which
have driven us to ally with each other in exercising the Gospel
services'.
Mr. Antonius, one of the student of STKIP Weetebula raised a
question, 'What has SIGNIS done to raise the interest of youth
towards evangelization through social media?'. Ms. Bernadetta
Widiandajani, the Secretary of SIGNIS Asia explained that SIGNIS
Indonesia encourages young people to play a greater role in the field
of media and communications. It has special programmes for young
people such as media literacy, radio trainings, video journalism and
many more'.
Extraordinarily, the assembly accepted five new members
comprising Radio Vox Mundi-Weetebula; Radio BOOS FM-Padang,
Radio Jatayu Angkasa FM-Semarang, Commission for Social
Communications of Agats Diocese and Commission for Social
Communications of Purwokerto Diocese. New members bring new
energy into the association and SIGNIS Indonesia feels proud to
have them as members. The membership in SIGNIS Indonesia is
open to professionals from Radio, Training Centers, Commission for
Social Communications and Individuals.

Welcome to Srilanka!
02.08.2019, 1730 pm for the 42nd SIGNIS Telecine Ceremony at
Bandaranaike Memorial International Conference Hall, Colombo.
Host: Fr. Lal Fernando, President, SIGNIS Srilanka.
Special Guest: Ms. Helen Osman, President, SIGNIS World.

- Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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SIGNIS National Assembly

SIGNIS Myanmar Assembly 2019

SIGNIS Myanmar Assembly was held from January 10-11, 2019 at
Yangon, attended by all the Diocesan Directors of Social
Communication Offices of the Dioceses, who are also the members
of SIGNIS Myanmar.

Myanmar is one of the fast growing countries in the world in
terms of media usage, especially after decades of restriction to
media outreach by military regime. There is also a possibility of
media being abused by irresponsible people for inappropriate
purposes.

All of them are clergy have acquired informal training in media.
Father Mariano, the President of SIGNIS Myanmar shared the
objectives of the assembly. Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani, Secretary
of SIGNIS Asia facilitated the meeting. She made presentations on
the topics 'Nature and purpose of SIGNIS, Media and Journalism
today, Towards peace Journalism, SIGNIS Asia screening
committee report and Action plan'.

The assembly elected the following SIGNIS Myanmar Board
Members and Desk Chair for the term 2019-2022 :
SIGNIS Myanmar Board:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

The mission of Catholics in Myanmar is to enhance Christian values
and to promote integral social development of the people by
improving the quality of life, especially of the poor, women, children
the marginalized and the most vulnerable section of the society.
It also includes promotion of justice and peace, cooperation and
collaboration with all people of good will, engaging in dialogue with
other faiths and cultures, thereby, building the Kingdom of God.

SIGNIS Myanmar Desk Chair:
Digital:
Journalism:
Media Education:
Cinema:
Radio:

The members of SIGNIS Myanmar planned to conduct a series of
training Programmes to promote evangelization through media
during the next ten years from 2020 to 2030. These training will
equip the young, religious and clergy with media skills so that they
can contribute their best for evangelisation with the help of existing
media facilities.

Signis Asia Focus - June 2019

OSC National Director, Fr. Mariano Soe Naing
Fr. Peter Hka Awng Tu
Fr. Lawrence Saw Eh Law Soe
Rose Mary Naw Myat Hnin Htwe

Fr. Mariano Soe Naing
Fr. Paulinus Myat Kyine
Fr. Joseph Thang Zo Mung
Fr. John La Raw
Fr. Lawrence Saw Eh Law Soe
- Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani
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Japan Catholic Award

‘Bokemasukara Yoroshiku Onegaishimasu’
(Please take care of me as I will go senile)

From the Heart of the Film Maker!
Through the camera, I saw for the first time how thoughtful my
parents were to each other. Mother senile at 87, father starting
housework at 95.

The 43rd Japan Catholic Award Winner

The 'I' in this movie (Producer Naoko Nobutomo) was born and
brought up in Kure City, Hiroshima prefecture, and is a TV Director
producing documentaries.

It is not uncommon for producers of documentary films to turn their
camera towards their own families. To record the family members
who remain the closest to you, is in one sense quite natural, but it
does present a major dilemma over the objectivity of the
documentation.

By Fr. Masahide Haresaku
Advisory Priest, SIGNIS JAPAN

She describes in her own words: 'I moved to Tokyo at the age of 18
to enter university and lived there ever since for nearly forty years. I
am the only child and not married, putting everything into my work,
remained far away from them but quietly maintained my contact
with them.

This is not a question of right or wrong. If you are recording it as a
producer, only dispassionate approach will reveal the truth. When
recording as a family member, on the other hand, one can capture
the closeness of family bonds and therefore move our hearts. Both
approaches are deeply meaningful, but to record the family usually
requires a whole-hearted commitment to one another.

'When I was 45 I was diagnosed with breast cancer and my mother
lovingly supported me with great good humor. Having survived one
of life's major crisis, thanks to my mother, I started filming my
parents. However, through the viewfinder I started to notice
changes in my mother'.

Here, we have a production with a miraculous combination of both
the approaches. The documentary producer is the only daughter of
an 87-year old mother suffering from senile dementia who is being
taken care of by her 95-year old husband. The screen speaks to us
with both of their voices harmoniously intertwined.

While my mother was in distress with illness, my father had to learn
how to peel an apple for himself and I was desperately trying make
up my mind to give up my job and return home.

When the mother, overwhelmed by emotions, tells her daughter
'Stop the camera', the daughter continues calmly, sustained by the
overflowing current of love. Like these moments, the camera
captures and reveals to us the precious truth hidden behind the

That was when my father said 'I'll take care of her. You get on with
your career!' It was the time when I began to realize that filming
them was indeed my mission.”
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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Japan Catholic Award, SA Board Meeting

SIGNIS Asia Board Meeting
at Tokyo, Japan

The SIGNIS Asia Board meeting was held in Tokyo from March 1015, 2019.

events it confronts. Here, recording is itself an act of love. And this
is how the producer can convey an impartial insight into events
experienced subjectively within her own family. The society needs
insights like these today.

Evaluation of the SIGNIS assembly held in Bangkok in 2018, the
financial report, status of desk activities, common projects, changes
in the SIGNIS Asia constitution, reviving non-active members,
SIGNIS World Congress in Korea in 2022, SIGNIS Asia Focus
newsletter, SIGNIS Asia website, facebook, and the SIGNIS Asian
Assembly in New Delhi were the important topics discussed during
the board meeting. The board also prepared the activity calendar for
the desk activities.

After seeing this documentary, those three people are no longer
strangers to us. Nor can we feel disconnected from those who have
seen it with us. Has any other movie ever made us all feel so much
like a family?

Mr. Mac Machado, one of the board members and the Secretary of
SIGNIS Japan hosted the meeting. Mac made all of us feel at home
with his hospitality and warm smile. Although the schedule was
tight, the board could discuss at length all items in the agenda and
come to decisions.

This is a precious film and amply fulfills the objectives of the
Catholic Film Award.

The board also met His Grace Isao Kikuchi, the Archbishop of Tokyo
and had an enriching discussion with him over a cup of Japanese
tea. The President of SIGNIS Japan Mr. Itaru along with other
members hosted a memorable dinner for the board members.
The members stayed at YMCA Asian Youth Centre and travelled to
the Jesuit Provincial house at Sofia College every day for the
meeting. We had the evening mass at the Chapel inside the college
campus. The thirty minute up and down travel by metro every day
offered us a wonderful opportunity to get exposed to people of
Japan, their culture life style and food. Japan is a beautiful country
and SIGNIS Japan is engaged in many media activities under the
leadership of Mr. Itaru and Mr. Mac.
- Dr. Magi

Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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WCD SIGNIS Global Contest

Global Video and Poster Contest
messaging that communicate the theme of the World
Communications Day.
The list of all winners:
Category: Video
First place: Truth by Kalyan Media Cell (India)
Second place: Hypocrisy by Aloi Exequiel (Argentina)
Third place: Truth -What is Truth? by the Office of Social
Communication of the Archdiocese of Singapore

SIGNIS and the Holy See's Dicastery for Communication, for the
first time, launched a global poster and video competition on the
theme of the 52nd World Communications Day (WCD), May 13,
2018, 'The truth will set you free: Fake News and Journalism for
Peace’ The SIGNIS World President, Helen Osman gave a call to
young people all over the world to showcase their work through our
worldwide network of Catholic media to address the theme of WCD.

Category: Posters
First place: Live in Truth or in Lies?by Radio Proglas ( Republic
Czech )
Second place: Give Truth Visibility, by Akaash Gil (Pakistan)
Third place: The Truth will set you free by Nguyen Hieu Ly
(Vietnam)

During the launch, Nataša Govekar, Director of the theologicalpastoral department of the Vatican's Dicastery for Communication
and its official liaison for SIGNIS, said that this initiative would
encourage an international dialogue on 'fake news' and will
encourage and motivate the faithful, especially the young people to
creatively contribute to the theme of fake news and a journalism of
peace.

Special Mention :
In Lines: Communication, Gift and Responsibility by Flávio
Medeiros ( Brazil )
Truth Will Always Protect You ... by Kogulan Kogulanath (Malaysia)
The International Jury:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the past, SIGNIS Asia had been organising a contest titled SAMA
(SIGNIS Asia Media Awards) and now it is converted into a Global
contest and SIGNIS Asia continues to collaborate with Vatican's
Dicastery for Communication in carrying out this contest.
The Winners

Mr. Edgar Rubio, Brussels
Ms. San May Nwe (Maria), Myanmar
Dr. Magimai Pragasam, India
Ms. Pamela Aleman - Canada
Ms. Gracia Shareen Augustina - India
Ms. Adelene James - Malaysia

The short film, Truth, by the Kalyan Media Cell, India, won the first
prize for the original way in which it addresses the theme of the
contest, as well as the creative development of its message. It tells
how fake news can harm the vulnerable, especially the children.
The winning poster was ‘Live in Truth or in Lies?’ links
disinformation with ecological deterioration Its powerful visuals are
the work of Radio Proglas of the Czech Republic. The design used
makes an interesting analogy between pollution and the spread of
fake news.
These two projects, together with the runner-up posters and videos,
will be disseminated through SIGNIS's world network and the
Dicastery for Communication as the kind of the broad, creative
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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SIGNIS Asia Journalism Conference
SA Activity Calender

SIGNIS ASIA JOURNALISM DESK

Catholic News Publication Editors Asia Round Table Meet 2019
Objective: Bringing
together Catholic News
Editors/Publishers of
Asia, to share and
network better among
their region, to
collaborate better with
Catholic Journalists in
the region, to
understand better the
Vatican, Media and
international catholic
news agencies and to work towards creating a common code of
ethics 
Target Audience: Editor in Chief/Executive Editor/ Managing
Editor from National, Archdiocese/Diocesan and Religious News
Publication in Asia.
Theme: Peace Journalism in a Viral Culture
Topics: Overview of the New Dicastery for Communication, Vatican
Press office, its current structure, protocol and services. Ways to
create a set of standards as a road map for Catholic journalists to
avoid conflicts of interest, ensure freedom of expression and model
a style of journalism that is constructive, transparent and

responsible. Challenges and Hope in being accountable and
relevant in presenting social, cultural and religious news in Asia.
Regional Networking and sharing of News, Formation of office
bearers/ core team.
Organised by: SIGNIS Asia Journalism Desk and partners. 
Presenters: Dicastery of Communication, Vatican, Vatican Radio,
UCAN News, SIGNIS World Journalism desk, Editors from SEA,
South and East Asia.
Date: August 14-16, 2019 (Arrival on Tuesday 13, August. Departure
on Saturday 17, August)  Venue: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Address for round table meet and accommodation: CCM, Malaysia,
26, Jalan Universiti, 46200, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.
(Opposite Universiti Hospital) Tel: +603-7956 7092. Website:
ccmalaysia.org 
SIGNIS Journalism Desk Coordinators for this programme:
Ms. Adeline James, Head, SIGNIS Asia Journalism Desk:
signisasia.region@gmail.com(+60192300784)
Ms. Karen Arukesamy, President (Host), SIGNIS Malaysia
Ms. Helen Osman, President SIGNIS and Chair, SIGNIS World
Journalism Desk
Fr. Mariano Soe Naing, CBCM Episcopal Commission for Social
Communications, Myanmar.

SIGNIS ASIA ACTIVITY CALENDER
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SA Media Education TOT
SA MEDIA EDUCATION DESK

‘Training of Trainers' on Media Education,
Online Media Education and Trainer's Guide’
16 - 20 July, 2019 - Cambodia

The Programme Content:
Media Education scenario in SIGNIS Asia today, Influence of
media on children and youth today in Asia, Models of Media
Education across the globe, Identifying focus areas, Effective
training methodologies, Practical experience, Online media
education, Action plan and formation of a core team.
Date: 16 July-Arrival, 20 July – Departure (3 days and 4 nights)
Venue: Catholic Church Pastoral Centre, Street Aknha Try Heng
(2011), Phum Krang Angrong, Sangkat Krang Thnung,
Poursenchey, Phnom Penh H/P: (855) 96 222 5451

Today Children and youth in the world are more vulnerable to the
negative influence of Mass Media, especially the 'Social media'
more than before. According to innumerable studies, 'Addiction to
internet, video games, misuse of online friendships, contacts with
unknown friends, character assassination through internet,
development of violent attitude, increasing gap among the family
members, moving away from useful traditional belief and value
systems of the society, intrusion of media into the social, moral and
spiritual values of children' are crucial problems faced by the youth
across the world.

Email: lysovannacsc@yahoo.com/magimai2005@gmail.com/
kagnakeo@gmail.com
Facilitators:
Mr. Carlose Ferraro (Argentina) (Chair, Media Education,
SIGNIS WORLD)
Ms. Pamela Aleman (Brussels) (Secretary, Media Education
Desk, SIGNIS WORLD)
Mr. Del Hernandez, PAME, SIGNIS Philippines
Mr. Sovanna Ly (Cambodia) (Director, Social Communication
Centre, Cambodia and Local Host)
Ms. Kaghna (Cambodia) (Social Communication Centre,
Cambodia and Treasurer)
Dr. Magimai Pragasam (India) (Head, SIGNIS Asia ME Desk
and Coordinator)

The planned programme aims at developing a strong group of
trainers in media education to train people at local level and to take
Media Education movement forward. The programme will also
discuss at length about 'online certification course' in Media
education and production of a 'guidebook with case studies to be
used for Media Education training.
Objectives of the programme:
1. To reflect on the impact of media on children and youth
and to identify creative methods to reach out to them
2. To know about Media education concepts and models
across the globe and learn from best practices and
success stories.
3. To learn innovative techniques and methodologies to
impart media education to young people
4. To know effective methods to involve teachers and
volunteers in media education activities
5. To learn the techniques to network with NGOs,
government organisations, movements, universities and
other associations engaged in media education to
strengthen our efforts
Signis Asia Focus - June 2019
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From the Editor
A Note from the Editor
Dear Friends, Greetings!
Thanks to all members for making SAF beautiful and informative
through various reports of your activities! We need to reach out to
many more through this vehicle. It's not enough to do good work.
Our work should be visible to others so that we can collaborate with
each other and enhance our output. Kindly keep sending reports of
your activities, no matter how small or big the activity may be! You
can also share information about your publications, resource
materials, training programmes and your collaboration with other
like-minded organisations in your country to bring about a culture of
peace in the society!
Looking forward to hearing from you more,
Dr. Magimai Pragasam
Editor, Signis Asia Focus.
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Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani (Indonesia)
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Kindly send your materials to <magimai2005@gmail.com>
Letter to the Editor

Congratulations! What a colourful newsletter with informative
articles! Wonderful information! SAF is one of the most tangible
activities of SA! I hope we can reach out to many in Asia
through SAF!
Francis Kim (Korea), Treasurer, SIGNIS Asia.

Wow! Great to see all the things you are doing in Asia!
Dr.Terence Ascott, CEO, SAT-7 International Office, Cyprus.
Congratulations and keep up your good work in Asia.
Thank you for the wonderful e-newsletter!
Lawrence John, (Brussels) , Vice President, SIGNIS World.
Impressive! Thank you !
Magali Van Reeth (France), Cinema Desk, SIGNIS World.
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The SAA Board with Archbishop of Japan,
His Grace Isao Kikuchi and SIGNIS Japan President Itaru

The SAF is beautiful, informative and reflects SIGNIS very much!
Congratulations, keep up the good work!
Bernard C, President, SIGNIS Philippines.
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